Introduction
The Residual Potential Method, introduced by Geers [l] , appears to be a very promising technique in the solution of solid-fluid interaction problems. The theoretical development of the method in cylindrical coordinates was presented in [1, 2] . In [3] , Geers presents some numerical results obtained using the Residual Potential Method in spherical coordinates; however, the theoretical treatment is not provided. The purpose of the present work is to express the classical spherical wave equation in terms of a residual potential and to discuss the accuracy of the various forms of the related acoustic approximations.
Theory
The axisymmetric (two-dimensional) wave equation in spherical coordinates is given by 
The following additional properties of fn can be obtained easily:
In [3] , Geers presents three doubly asymptotic approximations; namely, DAA I, DAA 2 with mn = nc/a and DAA 2 with mn = (n+l)c/a. Refer to [3] for a discussion of these approximations. In our analysis, the doubly asymptotic approximations correspond to the following expressions for fn<T>: 
(15)
Numerical Example and Discussion A spherical shell submerged in an infinite medium is subjected to a concentrated load at the apex in the form of a Heaviside function in time. This is the same problem that was studied by Lou and Klosner [5] . The shell and fluid parameters used are the same as those used in NONDIMENSIONAL TIME
FIG. 2
Results for a submerged spherical shell. [5] . The radial deflection at the shell apex is plotted as a function of T in Figure 2 . Only the first ten modes were superimposed, excluding the translational mode n = I. We realize that ten modes are not sufficient to determine the response of the shell. Lou and Klosner [5] use 80 modes for this problem. The superposition of the first ten modes only is believed to be sufficient for our purpose which is to show the applicability of the method presented and to discuss the validity of the approximations. As seen in Figure 2 , the doubly asymptotic approximations are much better than the other two. The reason for plotting the two approximations described by (16) and (17) is as follows: Equation (16) corresponds to the classical spherical wave approximation (SWA):
: o (18) Dr c ~t a which is discussed in detail in [5] . Equation (17) corresponds to the following approximate wave equation
which will be called an improved spherical wave approximation (ISWA).
In the solution of shell-fluid interaction problems, if an approximate wave equation similar to the SWA or the ISWA in nature is used, then it is not necessa~ to go through a modal analysis. As seen in Figure 2 , for early times, the ISWA which is given by (19) is a much better approximation than the SWA which is given by (18). The suggestion is that it may be possible to obtain approximations which are better than any existing approximation. However, the restriction is that any improved approximation should be as practical as the SWA, ISWA, or DAA's which do not require one to use a modal analysis. However, the use of the IDAA requires one to use a modal analysis. The work is under way to obtain other IDAA's which do not present this impracticality.
